ET: Legacy Development - Bug #1134
Language menu unreadable/bug with pull down menu when other field was picked before
22.12.2018 22:20 - Spyhawk

Status:

New

% Done:

80%

Priority:

Low

Spent time:

0.00 hour

Assignee:
Category:

Mod UI

Target version:

2.78

OS:

Arch:

Description
Too much transparency.
Related issues:
Related to ET: Legacy Development - Bug # 1313: UI has some issues when textf...

New

26.06.2019

Associated revisions
Revision 1152a554 - 23.12.2018 00:15 - Spyhawk
ui: reduced transparency on combo widget, refs #1134

Revision c85dd263 - 23.12.2018 23:58 - IR4T4
ui: make combo items change background color on focus only refs #1134

Revision 9787148e - 24.12.2018 01:01 - IR4T4
ui: change combo background on focus only refs #1134

History
#1 - 22.12.2018 22:57 - IR4T4
There are more like this:
see LEGACY_RESOLUTIONS, LEGACY_WINDOWMODES, (LEGACY_LANGUAGES), LEGACY_RENDERERS

#2 - 23.12.2018 00:18 - Spyhawk
I removed the existing transparency effect (was 80% opacity, now 100%), which is applied on top of the global widget setting (80% applied, see
#define COMBO - backcolor - in menumacros.h). It looks good at 80%, much more readable than previously.
I found a weird related issue though: when another input field is selected, pressing the combo widget button will draw the list under existing settings,
and with full transparency.
This is especially visible on the initial set up screen for new player. After entering a profile name, the cursor is in such input field. The language combo
if clicked next is unreadable.
Let’s see if we can always force the focus on the combo widget as a workaround.

#3 - 28.12.2018 01:34 - IR4T4
- Priority changed from High to Low

I can confirm your weird issue. Pull down menus are readable (again).
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#4 - 28.12.2018 01:46 - IR4T4
- % Done changed from 0 to 80

#5 - 30.12.2018 21:39 - IR4T4
- Subject changed from Language menu unreadable to Language menu unreadable/bug with pull down menu when other field was picked before

#6 - 30.12.2018 21:39 - IR4T4
- Target version changed from 2.76 to 2.78

#7 - 26.06.2019 19:32 - Spyhawk
- Related to Bug #1313: UI has some issues when textfield is currently active added
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